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https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/what-are-ontologies/ 
Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Usages 
• Knowledge graph 
• Information retrieval 
• In cooperation with university 
of Leipzig 
 
• Conversion to part database schema  
https://gitlab.com/dlr-dw/ontocode 
 
• Part data exchange interface 
• Web API 
Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Implementation 
• Data models developed by DLR's in-house MBSE tool 
• Virtual Satellite  
https://github.com/virtualsatellite 
• Existing product description standards 
• ECSS-E-ST-60-20C - Star Sensor Terminology and Performances 
• Actual product data sheets 
• Interview with system engineers and manufacturers 
• https://zenodo.org/record/2616374 
Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Hierarchical Structure 
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Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Base 
• Primary classes  
• Part 
• Part’s attribute 
• Type of attribute 
 
• Primary properties 
• “is property of” 
• “has property” 
• “has unit” 
External classes 
Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Core 
• Common attributes for all parts 
• Mass 
• Lifetime 
• Operating Temperature 
• Width, Height, Length 
 
• 26 attributes 
External classes 
Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Star Tracker 
• Specific attributes to star trackers 
• Attitude accuracy 
• Field of view 
• SNR 
• Etc. 
 
• 36 Attributes 
 
External classes 
Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Different Parts 
• Star Tracker 
• Magnetometer 
• Camera 
• Battery 
• Magnetic torque 
• Reaction wheel 
• Solar panel 
• Earth sensor 
• Sun sensor 
• Thruster 
• Antenna 
• AOCS 
• OBC 
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Spacecraft Parts Ontology: External 
• Supplier detail: company name, address, contact 
https://schema.org/Organization.ttl 
 
• Unit of Measurement:  
https://github.com/HajoRijgersberg/OM 
Languages & Tools 
• Terse RDF Triple language (Turtle) syntax  
• Due to its readability and edit-ability. 
• A syntax for expressing data in the Resource Description Framework (RDF) data model  
• Recommended by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). 
 
• Reasoner: Openllet  
https://github.com/Galigator/openllet 
 
• Visualization:  
http://www.visualdataweb.de/webvowl/ 
Lesson Learned 
• An ontology creation is an iterative process; it cannot be done in one-shot 
• Domain experts (system engineers and manufacturers) must be involved 
• There are numerous existing ontologies that can be reused 
• https://schema.org/ 
• Units of measure ontology (OM) https://github.com/HajoRijgersberg/OM 
• Ontologies should be loosely coupled 
• So that each ontology can be updated independently 
 
Outlook 
• Transfer and exchange knowledge between different phases of system lifecycle 
• During the testing phase, a test case can be tracked back to a requirement 
 
• Current ontology is available at: 
• https://zenodo.org/record/2616374 
• Magnetometer, Star tracker, Camera 
• More categories are coming soon 
Thank you for your attention! 
